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Document Camera SPE-VI-51
Réf. : SPE-VI-51

The Speechi SPE-VI-51 viewer: high quality image and
economic price

This document camera is equipped with a camera to view the element(image,
object, microscope adapter) and a LED lamp to increase or decrease the
brightness of the object displayed. The removable arm, on which are the
camera and the LED lamp, allows to view the object or image according to the
angle you wish. By coupling the computer to an interactive touchsreen for
example, the image will be seen on the projection board by everyone. That's a
perfect combination for groupwork in the classroom or business meeting.

Fiche technique
Weight

Viewer Naked: 682g / In its box: 1kg

Supported Operating Systems (OS)

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 and MAC OS

Maximum resolution

5 megapixels

Warranty

1 year carry in

Accessories included

USB cable(2m), 3 microscope adaptators, anti-glare sheet, quick
installation guide , CD (software, manual).

Focus

Automatic (10 cm)

Capture surface area

A3 (420 x 297 mm)

LED lamp

Yes

Camera mode

Universel UVC driver

Built-in microphone

Yes

Connectics

1 micro USB socket

Garantie
Garantie : 1 year carry in warranty.

Description détaillée
New High Definition sensor, smooth videos for the SPE-VI-51 document camera

Equipped with a zoom with an 8 magnifying factor, with a resolution of 5 megapixels, The Speechi SPE-VI-51 document camera is the
perfect companion for your classrooms or meeting rooms. Sharp and High quality images thanks to its new sensor, smooth videos (up
to 30 fps/s), a built-in microphone to record sound, vivid, neat colors to show your audience details that would not be visible to the
naked eye.

How do you operate the Speechi SPE-VI-51 document camera?
Just connect the document camera to a computer with a USB cable provided to display the image on your screen. With the "Eye
present" software provided with the document camera, you will be able to do annotations, to rotate images to name but a few.

Foot controls like for a high-end document camera
With its 4 foot controls, the document camera has been designed for a quick and intuitive handling. A button to turn on the LED Lamp,
two other buttons to increase or decrease the brightness and finally a "focus" button to focus the image displayed in order to avoid
blurred images.

What can a document camera be used for?
You are in a classroom or a meeting room and you wish to show your audience a specific picture.
Without a document camera, you will have to scan the document and print it so that everyone can see the image to comment on. That
is a waste of time and resources and it's clear it has an ecological impact.
If you have a document camera, place the image under it after it has been connected via USB to your computer which will have to have
been connected to an interactive touchsreen for example. There will your audience see the same thing as you. That saves time and
resources and has no ecological impact.

How to annotate or zoom on a displayed image?
« Eye Present » software along with your Speechi SPE-VI-51 document helps you to annotate, zoom, rotate images, record videos or
access a whiteboard etc.
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